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Database Information

Contacts

Introduction

National Government Sources
U.S. Census Bureau
Statistical Abstract of the United States

U.S. Department of Labor (DOL)
Dictionary of Occupational Titles DOT
Dictionary of Occupational Titles

Consumer Price Index

Enhanced Guide for Occupational Exploration

Occupational Outlook Handbook

U.S. Department of Education (DOE)
Classification of Instructional Programs

Bureau of Labor Statistics
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U.S. Department of Commerce
Standard Occupational Classification System

Standard Industry Classification

(NAICS) will replace the SIC. NAICS is a revised industry classification.

U.S. Department of Defense

Wisconsin Institutional and Government Sources
Wisconsin Department of Merit and Recruitment

Wisconsin Department of Corrections

Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development

Department of Regulation and Licensing

Wisconsin Technical College System Board

University of Wisconsin System
Other Sources

Newspapers
Wisconsin State Journal
Capital Times
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
New York Times
Wall Street Journal

Magazines
U.S. News and World Reports
World Future Society

College Data Source

Direct Surveys of Wisconsin and Regional Institutions

WEAC

Referenced Internet Sites

Associations

Institutional Internet Sites

Best Internet Sites

College Master’s and Ph.D. Programs
Wisconsin Careers Privacy Policy

Introduction

Information You Enter About Yourself

General Information Use for Internet Site Improvement

Professional Users

Aggregated Reports and Use of Aggregate Data

Access to Personal Information at K-12 Institutions
Access to Personal Information in Adult and Other Settings

Cookies and IP Addresses

Linked Sites

Disclaimer
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Definitions

Account

Bookmarks

Cache

Click

Cookie

Download

FAQ

Homepage

Internet